Bäumer
GmbH
converting machines
Diameter of finished roll
max. 1500 mm

Double Turret Winder
ZWW

Working width
500 - 2000 mm
Production speed
10 - 200 m/min
Material thickness
12 - 450 µm

Application
For web made of film, paper, laminates and non woven in production
process to be wound up for further processing.
Ideally to be integrated in production lines like coating/laminating- or
extrusion lines as a self-contained module.

Advantages
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

robust universal machine
centre winding or centre-contact winding possible, easy setting at
operator control panel
no web or sleeve preparation for no-adhesive winding start
adjustable constant web tension
recipe management for continuous production quality
fully automatic process at continuous web speed
ergonomically designed safety devices for high operational safety, if
necessary shut down of partial areas

?
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Winders
Unwinders
Un- and Rewinders
Handling Devices
Slitters / Salvage Winders
Die Cutters
Automation and upgrates
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Questions?

+49 5458 / 93661-0

Bäumer GmbH
converting machines
Hauernweg 5
D-48496 Hopsten / NRW
Tel. +49 5458 / 93661-0
Email: info@b-ft.de

Bäumer
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converting machines
Advantages
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▶
▶
▶
▶

long term value by practical modular construction
cost effective, solid universal machine
safe winding
minor maintenance required
excellent cost/performance ratio

Functional Highlights
▶
▶
▶
▶

robust, almost maintenance free rotary discs
fully automatic “no prep” splicing system with high speed cross cutter for
continuous winding without stops
integrated dancer control for constant web tension and adjustable winder
characteristic
roll removal with fork lift or with slewable roll inserter/ -discharger

Options
▶
▶
▶

roll handling device for automatic or semi-automatic roll transport from winder
splicing system for both winding devices
longitudinal cutter with adjustable blade holders and suction nozzles for seam cut

?

Questions?

+49 5458 / 93661-0

We look forward to your enquiry and will be happy to submit an individual
offer for your specific technical application.
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